“Responding 12step Recovery seems to be a new linkage. Responding highlights the issue of
openness and receiving. It is a focus on Jesus. Yesterday a dear friend explained what happen
to his addictions. He did not stop his habits; he simply did not do them anymore. It was because
he was responding to something bigger than his addictions. It is not a "something" but a
"someone." His name is Jesus. Recovery is found in responding to Jesus. Jerry Liversage has
captured this concept in this material. Respond to the Word of God and recover”! - Dr. Stephen
Manley/
Manley/Cross
Cross Style International Ministries/Stephen Manley Evangelistic Association
“A hospital employee once shared with me that the rate of failure for their in-house alcoholism
recovery program was 97%, meaning that only 3% of participants in their program realized a
sustained lifestyle of sobriety. I believe this reflects a national trend and the failure of programs
to free people of all walks of life from their addictions. That is why I believe so strongly in what
Jerry Liversage shares here as the answer to all addictions. It is not a program, but a Person.
Jerry shows us that it is the actual Person of Jesus Christ, known and revealed through His Word,
Who breaks us free from the addictions which have merely served as cheap imitations of Jesus in
our lives. In Him alone we realize and grow into everything we were meant to be. In this sense,
the principles of Responding Recovery are not a condescending hand-out to alcoholics and drug
addicts. This is the truth of God’s Word for the addictions we all face, whether recognized or
not, in every sphere of life. The hour is ripe for a new movement of God that shines the light of
this truth across our families, churches, and nation, and which offers people everywhere the only
true promise of recovery”. -Dr. John
John Juneman/
Juneman/LifeMessage International
“Finally someone has put a transformation lifestyle in front of people struggling with addiction
and not just a new belief system that will help them know what they are turning from and turning
to. Responding 12step Recovery is an excellent inter-active study that points you to the person of
Christ for your change”. - Rev. Mike EdwardsEdwards-President/CEO City Mission Ministries
“My wife and I facilitate the Responding Recovery program at Christ Church Nashville. Since
beginning 5 months ago in the fall of 2008, we have had a seven fold increase in participants;
half coming in from the community and half from the church. We are thankful to be a part of
God’s plan to bring victory over bondage. This program is truly changing lives and bringing
healing through the Word”. -David
David R. Kornguth/
Kornguth/Christ ChurchChurch-Nashville, Tennessee

